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The things you hear about 
GMOs

• GMOs cause superweeds & superbugs 

• GMOs increase use of chemical pesticides 

• GMOs are a means by which corporations are 
controlling the global food supply.  (example: Monsanto 
sues thousands of farmers for accidental cross-
pollination)

• GMOs kill monarch butterflies

• GMOs drive Indian farmers to suicide



The other things you 
sometimes hear

• “GMOs will …

• …save the world

• …solve hunger

• …fix climate change



I was a lot like Greggor

“Greggor Ilagan was not even sure at the outset of the debate 
exactly what genetically modified organisms were: living 
things whose DNA has been altered, often with the addition of 
a gene from a distant species, to produce a desired trait. But 
he could see why almost all of his colleagues had been 
persuaded of the virtue of turning the island into what the 
bill’s proponents called a “G.M.O.-free oasis.’” 

“You just type ‘G.M.O.’ and everything you see is negative,”

he told his staff.’’



Data not published in a scientific journal, rather publicized by anti-GMO 
activist Jeffrey Smith (not a scientist). The scientist behind the study, Alexey 

Surov, was also the author of the study claiming that GMOs cause hair 
growth in human mouths. Chickens, pigs, cows eating GMO feed for 25 

years.



The Belgian Blue has a natural mutation of the gene that codes for myostatin, a protein that counteracts muscle growth. The truncated myostatin is 
unable to function in this capacity, resulting in accelerated lean muscle growth, due primarily to hyperplasia rather than hypertrophy. The defect in the 

breed’s myostatin gene is maintained through linebreeding. This mutation also interferes with fat deposition, resulting in very lean meat.
The neonatal calf is so large that Caesarean sections are routinely done. Double-muscled cows also can experience dystocia, even when bred to normal 

beef bulls or dairy bulls, because of narrowing of the birth canal. 











• No such thing as GMOs

• Disease resistance

• Nutritional possibilities

• Reduction in pesticides

Some things I learned about GMOs



Curiouser and 
curiouser

“Curiouser and curiouser!” Cried Alice (she was so much surprised, that for the moment she quite forgot how to speak good English). “N



Why should I care?
(the “significance” graf)

• “By rejecting the science on GMOs, people are rejecting 
science. They’re attacking empiricism as a way to make 
decisions.’’ — Michael B. Eisen, UC-Berkeley biologist.

• Policy decisions (labeling)

• Business decisions (what is sold at Whole Foods, Ben & 
Jerry’s

• Influence of developed world policy on developing world (no 
Bt eggplant in India)

• Climate change



• Oranges with a spinach gene (“will my juice be 
green??’’)

• Vandalism of yellow-tinted rice field trial

• A vote in Hawaii (where the only GMO fruit is now 
grown)



Citrus greening



Burning infected orange trees



• No Monsanto

• Reduction in pesticides

• 75,000 jobs dependent on Florida orange crop











• 500,000 cases/year of childhood blindness

• millions of deaths caused by Vitamin A deficiency

• still not ready, other solutions could also work, like 
ending poverty, building roads, diversifying diet 







• GMOs cause superweeds & superbugs 

• GMOs increase use of chemical pesticides 

• GMOs are a means by which corporations are 
controlling the global food supply  (Monsanto sues 
thousands of farmers for accidental cross-
pollination)

• GMOs kill monarch butterflies, icon of all that is 
good and true and natural

• GMOs drive Indian farmers to suicide

The things Greggor Ilagan heard about GMOs





Why an anti-GMO 
movement?

• historical hubris

• populism (shading into demagoguery)

• fear of big corporations/lack of public investment in 
genetic engineering

• fear of the “unnatural” (and faith in a common 
misperception about evolution)



Scientists, who have come to rely on liberals in political battles over stem-cell research, climate change and the teaching of evolution, have been dismayed to find 
themselves at odds with their traditional allies on this issue. Some compare the hostility to G.M.O.s to the rejection of climate-change science, except with liberal 
opponents instead of conservative ones. “These are my people, they’re lefties, I’m with them on almost everything,” said Michael Shintaku, a plant pathologist at the 
University of Hawaii at Hilo, who testified several times against the bill. “It hurts.”



Alice: This is 
impossible

The Mad Hatter: 
Only if you believe 

it is


